IMMUNIZATIONS AGAINST THE MAJOR COMMUNICABLE DISEASES IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA

CORRIGENDUM

The following corrections should be made:

1. Page 4

Under para 1.2.1, Primary vaccinations under one year,
line 5: The figure "(51.5%)" should read "(51.4%)".

2. Table II
Page 1

Under Andhra Pradesh, fifth column, "Revaccinations", fifth
line: The figure for 1957, given as "1,559,096", should
read: "4,559,096".

Under Bihar, fourth column, "Primary Vaccinations", seventh
line: The figure for 1955, given as "1,188,154", should
read "1,185,154".

Under Kerala, sixth column, "Total Vaccinations", first line:
The figure for 1950-51, given as "369,821", should read
"247,692".

Footnote should be preceded by one asterisk, rather than by two.

Page 2

Under Punjab: Population, given as "16,834,890", should read:
"16,134,890".

Under Uttar Pradesh, sixth column, "Total Vaccinations", first
line: The figure for 1948, given as "6,393,229", should read:
"2,279,527".
3. Table III
   After Mysore, second column, "Primary Vaccinations, Number under one year", third line: The figure for 1957, given as "(256,989)", should appear without brackets.

4. Table V
   After Assam (India), item 8, in column two, under the type of vaccine used, "belly or calf" should read "belly of calf".

5. Table VI
   After Thailand, column 4, Deaths in 1954: The figure given, "1", should be deleted and replaced by a dash "-".

6. Table VII
   Under Orissa, column 4, line 8: The figure for Inoculations in 1956, given as "22,73,956", should read "2,273,959".
   Under Uttar Pradesh, column 1, line 10: The year given as "1956", should read "1957".
   In line 11, the year, "1957" should be deleted.